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Simply: Concept.
Simply, is a project dedicated to promote good practices in cryptocurrency pre-sales which
is providing transparency and full information for those who want to invest in new crypto
projects.
With the growth of the DEFI market, a large number of businesses are venturing and
investing into cryptocurrency like Tesla, Coinbase, MicroStrategy and Galaxy Digital
Holdings Etc. Even with the adaptation of many countries into crypto with El Salvador
accepting bitcoin as a legal tender, cryptocurrency has become the main apex and headline
of every economic article on the world radar and this in turn is causing more and more
people without much knowledge to decide into being part of this great market. This is very
beneficial for everyone, but it is also important to take good care of these new investors by
educating them to understand important concepts that allow them to have a better
knowhow and experience which will help them to continue diversifying and adapt
cryptocurrency as a good economic market thereby eradicating scams for good by knowing
good projects to invest in.
Experience has told us that no one is free to fall for scams. We have seen how large
investors have even lost millions of dollars for the simple fact of not verifying basic things
such as functions in the contracts of the tokens where they have invested, the amount of
non-blocking tokens managed by the developer team and even worse. Investing in projects
that do not have any real utility applicable in the future market is just like being part of
pyramid schemes that end up falling once the entry of new investors ends. As a crypto
community, we must take care of ourselves and protect this great digital economic
revolution worldwide, and it is for this reason that we have created Simply.
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Simply: Concept.
At Simply, our main objective is to make the pre-sales that occur every week transparent,
informing about important and relevant aspects in a simple and complete language, at the
same time graduating with a score from 1 to 10 on a security scale for those who seek to
invest. In a presale we will obtain simply understood information and also an “interpreted”
version that helps investors to evaluate a presale before investing money.
Currently there are pages that try to do things like this, but none have complete scrutiny as
the Simply project. We will not only limit ourselves to publishing basic information about a
token but we will also interpret the functions that the technological contract of the
currency contains, explaining into detail what the developer of that contract can and cannot
do. We will analyze the business model behind the token to know if it will allow it to be
sustainable over time or not. We will analyze the development team and ask appropriate
questions to be able to make the team's project transparent and trustworthy behind every
presale project.
We firmly believe that Simply will be a tool that will allow its subscribers the real possibility
to start investing in the crypto market with more information and therefore emphasizing
and working hard on the security of the investor.
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Utility: Sustainability of the token in the short and long term.
Simply will provide a high-level reporting service for its users, in which those interested in
investing in pre-sales or tokens younger than 6 months old, will be able to understand in
depth information of the project in which they are interested in. These reports will be
offered to all our visitors with a limited number of free reports per week and premium
users will get unlimited access to all full reports.
We will have a Premium Report section that will be paid by projects that want visibility and
also to obtain investors. In addition to the high-level report that we will deliver, will have a
deep analysis and interpretation of their technological contract, as well as an article of an
interview with the project developers, which will allow those users who read the premium
report to understand more about these projects, with addition to the mindset and
experience of the developers in charge.
In addition, as we expand our user base by delivering a quality service, we will be able to
offer those projects that meet the necessary security requirements, the possibility of
generating professional articles and featuring them in our weekly newsletters as well as
advertising them in our social networks. They will also be able to pay for a summary video
of their project, which will also be broadcasted to our community. We would like to be
extremely clear about a very important thing. It does not matter if an analysis was paid or
not, we will be unbiased about our report and security status of every token, because our
loyalty is with the crypto community.
Our commitment at Simply is to be transparent and earn the respect of the community by
doing a high quality, transparent, unbiased and reliable job.
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Utility: Sustainability of the token in the short and long term.
Utility and strategic alliances:
Once we reach a certain user base, we will begin strategic alliances with Launchpads,
platforms specialized in project launching and capital raising. This is to generate alliances
that will provide them with a user base for their projects that will be published on our
website reporting system and sent to our user base weekly. This is also an advantage as this
will also bring us new subscribers to expand our user base. These alliances will allow us to
grow and move on to our last phase of Profit that we will be detailed below.
Long term Utility:
We are entrepreneurs, we know how difficult it is to find capital for technological projects
in different countries around the world. This is why we will create a Defi incubator focused
on StartUps that will be financed with a crypto collection, supporting us from institutions
and real investment funds that want to be part of this revolution. Each project that we
incubate will have a filter from a regulated institution of technological entrepreneurship,
and since it is the operation of an incubator / accelerator, we will keep a % of each project
in which we participate in raising capital.
The raising of capital for these projects will be carried out through the Launchpads
associated with us and we will focus on guiding these entrepreneurs with their projects and
tokens, supported by recognized incubators with which we will make prior agreements to
achieve this reality.
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Business Model: ¿How will our Holders benefit?
At simply token, our holders will benefit from the tokenomics as well as the earnings
received from Simply's services:
At the tokenomics level, we will have a 3% Tax for rewards to holders, which is for holding
our token. This means that they will receive free tokens from 3% of each transaction that is
made with our token that is on each purchase, sale or transfer. We will distribute 3% of the
total amount among Simply Token holders.
With the utility of marketing reports, paid accounts, articles and services, each time we
receive a payment for services contracted by pre-sale tokens or young tokens, from this
money received, we will pay the necessary costs to execute the service and a percentage of
the profit will be repurchased in tokens and distributed among all Simply Token Holders.
This distribution will be at least 2 times each month and will be carried out without prior
notice, it will only be published once it is made in order to encourage our investors to
purchase and hold.
Once we reach a large number of subscribers (free and paid), we will launch our Defi
Incubator and seek alliances with large StartUp incubators. An example would be to
partner with a recognized incubator, which will present us with technological projects that
are scalable worldwide. We will analyze the project and see if it qualifies to generate a
Token associated with that project and raise capital through the token. If so, we will
conduct a capital raise in alliance with Launchpads Partners and promote these projects to
our investor base to complete the pre-sale. Then, as Simply Incubator, we will keep a
percentage of that project, which will generate profits both for the token itself as well as
from the sale of the asset to a major accelerator or investment funds interested in it. The
profits of the incubator will be reinvested into Simply Token thereby increasing the price of
the token to all our holders.
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TOKENOMICS
Symbol: SIMPLY
Contract: 0x500dd87DECC43dD9cCFa66343A1EbFA9F99b9dF4
Total Supply: 100,000,000
Burned at launch: 50,000,000
Each transaction pays a distributed tax:
Rewards to Holders: 3%
Liquidity Pool: 3%
Project and Marketing Wallet: 4%
Slippage: 10%
Simply Token has a supply of only 100 million tokens, with half burned at launch, there is
no possibility of expanding the supply in the future, therefore 100,000,000 will be Simply's
maximum supply.
The team does not have tokens and the marketing / project wallet will receive tokens
through tax, in order to have the necessary amount to always make the project grow and
be able to expand to the entire crypto community.
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1: 2021 Q4

PHASE 3: 2022 Q3+

Contract Deploy and Audit
Team KYC Verification
Launch of Simply Token
Coingecko &
Coinmarketcap Listings

Cex Listings
30% of earnings as
rewards for Holders.
Development of Simply
Gaming platform.

PHASE 2: 2022 Q1 - Q2
Simply Platform v1.0
launch
Defi incubator launch
25% of earnings as
rewards for Holders
Key Partnerships
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